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As promised last week; when it would be time I’d present my alternate count, which is shown In Figure 1B. Instead 

of major-3 top at SPX2484 it counts that high as minute-iii of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3, and thus price is 

in that case in minute-iv, with ideally a b-wave underway, to be followed by 1 more c-wave down. The alternative to 

this alternative count is that all of minute-iv ended at SPX2459. However, the advance off that low is rather 

overlapping and confusing, suggesting a corrective wave, but it keeps making higher lows and higher highs and that 

is bullish by itself. Thus, a break over SPX2484 signals SPX2488-2508 is next (see ideal-wave tracker tables last page). 

A break below yesterday’s low signals SPX2459 will break as well. I then expect SPX2450 to be reached. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min charts. A) preferred count has Micro-5 of minute-v of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3 

finished at SPX2484? B) Alternate count has minute-iv of minor-5 etc still underway. 

 

Please note that despite the DOW making new ATHs, tech is still lagging -though maybe AAPL can change that 

tomorrow- and the S&P500 is stuck in between. The S&P500 clearly reacted very strongly to the SPX2484 level, 

which is a confluence of many Fib-extensions (see ideal-wave-tracker tables). Thus, the higher price goes the more 

it reaches the “danger zone” for major-3, and I am not convinced we’ll see much beyond SPX2500 for the time-being. 

It is up to you to chase the last scribbles or to be patient. 
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The S&P500 came within 1p of my ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone for a major-3 top last week and didn’t disapoint 

by selling off 1% intraday. Since, a renewed non-ideal A.I. sell signal (not all 3 TIs that make up the A.I. dropped <80 

from >80) was created and the MACD also started to point down. Price, however, was and is till above all important 

SMAs (5d to 200d), above the orange dotted long term uptrend line, and still within the green uptrend channel. Thus 

from that perspective there’s still nothing bearish yet about the daily charts. This needs to be honored and we now 

have a possible renewed non-ideal A.I. buy signal (dotted green arrow: not all 3 TIs that make up the A.I. dropped 

<20 to then turn up >20 the same day), as well as n RSI5 pointing up. The past 3 days present us with ugly candles, 

from which not much is to be learned. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs trying to point back up, price still in uptrend and above all important SMAs. 
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Breath deteriorated today the past week, and thus the SPX-SI (summation index of the McClellan Oscillator for the 

S&P500) flattened out, albeit remains still on a buy. Today the SPX-MO ended at +4, which is not a strong number 

either, but positive is positive. The dotted red line on the RSI14 shows possible similarties with June 2016 and 

Febraury 2017 setups. Hence, caution remains adviced. The 2nd chart shows the % of stocks in the S&P500 above 

their respective 50d SMA and we clearly see negative divergence develop: less and less stocks are above their 50d 

SMA, while the index itself keeps advancing (red arrow). Indeed, a rally on weak breafth. Often typical of a 5th of a 

5th wave. But the SPXA50R needs to drop below it’s average to signal worser things to come. For now, that is not the 

case. 

Figure 3. A) SPX-SI remains on a buy, but breadth barely positive, and thus the SPX-SI looks as to be topping out. B) 

Less and less stocks above their 50d SMA in the S&P500 
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Just as a quick reminder, below are the expected longer-term and shorter-term turn dates I have. The former is 

around Thursday the latter next week, Wednesday. 

Figure 3. A) Larger turn-date expected around August 3 (+/-3 trading days). B) Trading interval expected around 

August 9 (+/- 3 trading days) 

 

In conclusion: Last week, the S&P500 came within 1p of my ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone I’ve had for months 

based on the major, intermediate, minor, and minute wave degrees’ Fib-extensions: see tables next page. Note 

that price came within 1.5p and 0.8p off the former two wave degrees strongly suggesting a top was struck. 

Although 1 more wave up can not be entirely excluded to SPX2488-2508, chasing it may not be the most lucrative. 

We are now clearly in the stage where the market can decide to tag on a few more scribbles up or not. Breadth 

remains poor, but on a buy, and the daily charts are trying to recover. A break over SPX2484 targets SPX2488-

2508, whereas a break below SPX2468 targets SPX2450ish. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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